We take the hassle out of importing into Bermuda.....we will get it for you!!!

http://conspecimports.com/

Xbox 360 250GB Holiday Value Bundle with Kinect
$695.00 delivered to you

Jump, dance, and get your whole body in the game with the unique experience of Kinect. Or use your controller to play the blockbuster games your friends can't stop talking about.

The spacious 250GB hard drive gives you the space you need to store arcade games, movies, demos, and even full Xbox 360 games.

The complete Xbox 360 experience, including the controller-free fun of Kinect, and now for a limited time get two free games and a 3 Month Xbox LIVE Gold Membership.

With Kinect, play, pause and rewind the action with your voice. When you are the controller, there's nothing between you and the fun.

Xbox 360 wireless Controller - $66.40

2.4GHz wireless technology with 30-foot range
Use up to four controllers simultaneously on one console,
Requires 2 AA Batteries
Adjustable vibration feedback for longer battery life
Integrated headset port for Xbox LIVE play
New left and right shoulder buttons are designed for ease of use
Xbox 360 4GB Console with Kinect
$522.00 delivered to you

Kinect sensor, Built-in Wi-Fi
Xbox LIVE, Xbox 360 wireless controller
Kinect Adventures game

Kinect Sensor with Adventures - $172.00

Easily hook up with friends with Video Kinect, no headset required.
Sign into your profile by just stepping in front of the sensor
Kinect games give you the freedom to jump, duck, and spin your way through a unique adventure.

Kinect uses cutting-edge technology to provide a whole new way to play
Kinect Adventures game
Nickelodeon Dance - $33.00
First dance video game including your favorite Nickelodeon friends
Controller-free gameplay via the Kinect Sensor for Xbox 360 and two player co-op option on every song
30 songs sung by Nickelodeon characters including TV show theme songs, popular favorites, Nickelodeon hits and even holiday classics
Family-friendly dance routines laid out in easy-to-follow dance move pictorials on every screen along with song lyrics
Fancy footwork becomes fitness fun with the super cool workout feature for heart healthy activity with the Nickelodeon gang.

Kinectimals - $30.60
Bond with him
Talk to him
Cheer him on

Zumba Fitness - $51.00
Supports up to four players - both locally and online - as you team up and try to earn the highest workout score
Utilizes the controller-free functionality of Microsoft Kinect to bring the Zumba Fitness experience home
Learn and perfect nine different dance styles: Reggaeton, Merengue, Salsa, Cumbia, Hip-Hop, Mambo, Rumba, Flamenco and Calypso.
Includes more than 30 Zumba routines - some exclusive to the game.
Follow your on-screen Zumba instructor's routine in a high voltage party atmosphere. As you fine tune the steps.

Just Dance Kids 2 - $33.00
40 all-new dances led by real kids!
Special features using Kinect technology.
New and improved features offer strong benefits for Parents.
**Just Dance 3 - $60.35**
Top of the Charts - Over 40 all-new tracks, ranging from Billboard/top-charted hits to classic dance party tracks!
Dynamic Environments - Watch the background change as you perform progressive moves. Just Sweat It Out - The popular Just Sweat mode gets an upgrade with more workout plans and playlists.
Just Dance - Just Dance 3 still has everyone's favorite modes like Classic Mode, Duet Mode, Medley, Simon Says, and more.

Kinect Required

**Kinect Disneyland Adventures - $30.60**
Discover Disneyland Park - play at your own pace and customize your own Disneyland experiences right from your living room, whenever you want.
Explore the Attractions - experience your favorite Disneyland attractions as immersive adventures, explore Neverland, the Matterhorn & more.
Meet the Characters - share magical moments with your favorite Disney characters - hug your favorite princess, high-five Mickey Mouse, collect autographs and accept quests.
Collect and Unlock - collect Disney-themed items, rewards and Xbox 360 Achievements as you make your way through the Park to discover new locations and game experiences, including themed parades and firework displays.
Friendly Competition - Partner with a friend or family member to explore the Park, have them jump in to lend a hand on difficult challenges and help you earn the most rewards.

**Your Shape Fitness Evolved 2012 - $49.30**
Fitness Activities for Everyone - Over 90 hours of activities, including Boot Camp, Cardio Boxing, Jump Rope and a medley of Dance classes. Highly Customizable Experience - Design a workout tailored to you based on your fitness level, goals, schedule and preferences
State-of-the-art Motion Tracking Technology, Now with Floor Exercises - Enhanced motion tracking provides feedback specific to your body, and now includes floor exercises like push-ups and sit-ups
Focus on Specific Muscle Groups - Exercises targeting Abs, Arms, Legs, Glutes, Back and more. Share and Compete with Friends - Through Your Shape Center, share and compete with friends and the global Your Shape community
Dance Central 2 - $46.35
Featuring another killer soundtrack. New simultaneous multiplayer. All-new dance crews. As real as it gets. Dance Central 2 provides detailed feedback for each player and, for the first time, enables voice commands within the practice process!

Hasbro Family Game Night 3 - $53.55
Play classic and remixed versions of your favorite Hasbro games, including: Game of Life, Clue, Twister, Mouse Trap and Yahtzee. Engage in friendly competition via online multiplayer and keep track of your victories on leaderboards.

Minute To Win It - $34.90
Features Dozens of Fun and Thrilling Mini-Games from the NBC Game Show. Single-Player, Multi-Player, and Co-Op. Practice Mode Available - Master the Games Before Hitting the Stage. DLC Content Post-Launch games, clothing, accessories, themes, etc. Social Network Support

Fantastic Pets - $37.40
Create unlimited numbers of fully customizable pets, and select your pets' skins, colors, patterns, wings, horns, tails and more for a truly unique look. Augmented reality technology puts you on the screen to interact and play with your pets
Interact with multiple pets simultaneously with a friend and be on screen at the same time. Talk to your pets and teach them tricks with voice commands as you develop nurturing and playful relationships. Discover the unique personalities, lifelike reactions and behaviors of each of your pets

 Kinect Joy Ride - $37.75
Full body stunts
Have some fun behind the wheel
Go Faster, Higher and Wilder
Sonic Free Riders - $28.90

Kinect for Xbox 360 controls. Turn, twist and jump, as you speed your way to the finish line. Use your whole body to take full control of a variety of hoverboards and bikes.

Easy to pick up and play? Compete with family and friends in single and multiplayer modes, each with their own unique race rules.

Customization - Customize your board and bike with unlockable gear and unlock upgrades to increase your speed, skills, and special abilities.

Unforgettable Characters? Race as Sonic, Tails, Dr. Eggman and more, including your personal Avatar!

Pick-ups & Weapons. Reach out and grab a variety of rockets, bowling balls, traps and more to knock your rivals off-course. Throw, shake, or swing to launch and give yourself the competitive edge.

Kinect Sports Season Two - $48.90

Features six team-based and individual sports - tennis, golf, American football, baseball, skiing and darts - with unique challenges and activities for each. Showcases Kinect's intuitive gameplay and effortless immersion.

Get personal in a one-on-one showdown with your family, or send a challenge for your friends to tackle when they jump on Xbox LIVE later.

With new Achievements, exciting activities and unlockable avatar awards, every player of every skill will find something to challenge and enthrall them.

Log onto your KinectShare account to download photos and videos captured in-game, and share them with your family and friends.

Kinect Sports - $33.00

Kick to Score

Return with power

Hurdle to the gold
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